ABSTRACT. We prove several surjectivity criteria for p-adic representations. For instance, we classify all adjoint or simply connected groups G over the Witt ring W (k) of a finite field k such that the epimorphism G(W 2 (k)) ։ G(k) has a section. We apply these criteria to abelian varieties.
center, the maximal abelian quotient and respectively the adjoint group of F . Let Z 0 (F ) be the maximal torus of Z(F ). Let F sc be the s.c. semisimple group cover of F der . Let z(F der ) be the degree of the natural isogeny F sc → F der . If S is a closed subgroup of F , then Lie(S) denotes its R-Lie algebra. We now review the contents of this paper.
Adjoint representations.
If the reduction mod p of ρ is surjective, then the study of the surjectivity of ρ is intimately interrelated with the study of the adjoint representation AD of G(k) on Lie(G k ). Though not stated explicitly, this principle is present in disguise in [Se4, p. IV-23-24] and [Ri1, 2.1]. In order to apply it in §3-4, in §2 we assume G is semisimple, we work just with G k (without mentioning G), and we deal with the classification of subrepresentations of AD. If G k is split, simply connected and G ad k is absolutely simple, then such a classification was obtained in [Hi] . The main goal of §2 is to extend loc. cit. to the more general context of Weil restrictions of scalars (see [BLR, 7.6] ) of semisimple groups having absolutely simple adjoints (see 2.4 and 2.11-12). The methods we use are similar to the ones of [Hi] except that we rely more on the work of Curtis and Steinberg on representations over k of simply connected groups having absolutely simple adjoints and on the work of Humphreys and Hogeweij on ideals of Lie(G der k ) (see [Hu3] and [Ho] ; see also [Hu4, 0.13] ). Whenever possible we rely also on [Hi] .
Abstract criteria.
For s ∈ N let W s (k) := W (k)/p s W (k). Let Lie F p (G k ) be Lie(G k ) but viewed as an abelian group identified with Ker(G(W 2 (k)) → G(k)). Section 3 is purely of group theoretical nature. Let K be a closed subgroup of G(W (k)) surjecting onto (G/Z 0 (G))(k) (we think of it as the image of some ρ). Let K 2 := Im(K → G(W 2 (k))). The problem we deal with is to find conditions which imply that K surjects onto (G/Z 0 (G))(W (k)). It splits into two cases: G is or is not semisimple. Until 1.2.3 we assume G is semisimple. If p|z(G), then there are proper, closed subgroups of G(W (k)) surjecting onto G(k), cf. 3.1.1. On the other hand if g.c.d.(p, z(G)) = 1 we have:
1.2.1. Theorem. We assume that G is semisimple, that g.c.d.(p, z(G)) = 1 and that K surjects onto G(k). Then K = G(W (k)) if any one of the following five conditions holds: a) p ≥ 5; b) p = 3 and either q ≥ 2 or q = 1 and for each simple factor H of G ad k which is a P SL 2 group we have Lie F p (H) ∩ K 2 = {0}; c) p = 2 and either q ≥ 3 or q = 2 and G ad k has no factor which is a P SL 2 group; d) p = 2, q = 1, G ad k has no simple factor which is either of A 1 Lie type and splits over W (F 4 ) or it is non-split, absolutely simple of A 3 Lie type, and for each simple factor H of G ad k which is absolutely simple of A 2 or G 2 Lie type we have Lie F p (H) ∩ K 2 = {0}; e) p = 2 and K 2 = G(W 2 (k)).
The case G = SL 2 of a) and b) is due to Lenstra (unpublished computations with 3×3 matrices). Serre proved a) for SL n groups (see [Se4, IV] ). Most of the extra assumptions of b) to d) were known to be needed before (for instance, cf. [Gr] in connection to d) for the G 2 Lie type). We do not know any other literature pertaining to 1.2.1.
1.2.2.
On the proof of 1.2.1. The ingredients of the proof of 1.2.1 are 3.3 and most of §2. The goal of 3.3 is to list all isomorphism classes of adjoint groups G = G ad with the property that the short exact sequence 0 → Lie F p (G k ) → G(W 2 (k)) → G(k) → 0 of groups has a section, i.e. the epimorphism G(W 2 (k)) ։ G(k) has a right inverse. They are the ones showing up in 1.2.1 b) to d) (see 3.3.9) . Though most of them are well known, we were not able to trace any reference for the complete classification of 3.3. The main idea of 3.3 is the following inductive approach of 3.2. Let γ ∈ H 2 (G(k), Lie F p (G k )) be the class defining this short exact sequence, with Lie F p (G k ) viewed as a G(k)-module via AD. We assume γ is the 0 class. So all images of restrictions of γ are 0 classes and so the similarly defined classes for adjoints of semisimple subgroups of G normalized by a maximal torus of G are also 0. But if there is a simple factor of G whose isomorphism class is not in the list, then we can choose such a semisimple subgroup of G whose corresponding class is non-zero and so we reach a contradiction.
We now detail how 3.3 and §2 get combined to prove 1.2.1 a). Serre's method of loc. cit. can be adapted to get that for p ≥ 5 it is enough to show that K 2 = G(W 2 (k)) (see 3.1.2). Based on 3.3 we know that Lie F p (G k ) ∩ K 2 is not included in Lie F p (Z(G k )). So Lie F p (G k ) ∩ K 2 = Lie F p (G k ), cf. 2.4.1, 2.7 3) and 2.11 2). So K 2 = G(W 2 (k)).
1.2.3.
On G non-semisimple. Until 1. 4 we assume that the torus Z 0 (G) is non-trivial, that Im(K → G(k)) contains G der (k) and that each factor of the composition series of G der (k) is either cyclic of order prime to the order of G ab (W 2 (k)) or is non-abelian and simple. If g.c.d.(p, z(G der )) = 1, then 1.2.1 implies that G der (W (k)) is a subgroup of K (cf. 3.5.1). However, all these properties do not imply in general that K surjects onto (G/Z 0 (G))(W (k)). Theorem 3.5.4 identifies some general conditions which imply that K surjects onto (G/Z 0 (G))(W (k)). Its main idea is the following one. The group Im(K → (G/Z 0 (G))(W 2 (k))) is the extension of (G/Z 0 (G))(k) by a certain subgroup S 2 of Lie F p ((G/Z 0 (G)) k ). Under suitable extra hypotheses including the surjectivity of K onto G ab (W (k)), we get a (G/Z 0 (G))(k)-epimorphism S 2 ։ Lie F p (G ab k ). But there are many situations for which we can conclude by analysing the adjoint representation of (G/Z 0 (G))(k) that S 2 = Lie F p ((G/Z 0 (G)) k ). Using this and similar arguments mod 8 if p = 2, we can show that in fact K surjects onto (G/Z 0 (G))(W (k)). See 3.5.5 for three variants of 3.5.4. In particular, 3.5.4 and 3.5.5 V2 apply if G der is a form of SL p 2 n /µ p or if p = 2, G/Z 0 (G) is adjoint, absolutely simple of D 2n+3 Lie type and z(G der ) = 2.
1 p ]). We assume that the Mumford-Tate conjecture (recalled in 4.1) is known to be true for the pair (A, p) and that the Zariski closure H AZ p of H AQ p in GL(T p (A)) is a reductive group over Z p . As ρ we take the factorization through H AZ p (Z p ) of the restriction of ρ A,p to Gal(Ē/E conn ). Here E conn is the smallest finite field extension of E with the property that such a factorization exists; it was introduced by Serre who also proved that E conn does not depend on p (see [Pi, p. 206] ). It is expected that for p >> 0 such factorizations are surjective (see [Se6] ) and so it is of interest to recognize when this happens by working as much as possible just mod p. Also, we either assume that H The first one is a mod 2 surjectivity criterion onto G(Z 2 ) in 2-adic contexts with H ab AZ 2 = G m and G ad absolutely simple; see 4.4.1.1 1). The second one is a mod 2 surjectivity criterion for ρ in 2-adic contexts with H ab AZ 2 = G m , G ad absolutely simple and z(H der AZ 2 ) odd; see 4.4.1.1 2) or 4.3.4. The third one is a mod p surjectivity criterion onto G(Z p ) (see 4.4.2.1); it involves an arbitrary p, a prime v of E unramified over p and of good reduction for A and an H AZ p which is G m times a GL pn group. The fourth one is an application of the first one (so p = 2) meant to enlarge the context of the third one (see 4.4.2.2); it deals also with situations when the GL 2n group is replaced by its non-split form or when v is ramified over 2.
The assumption that the Mumford-Tate conjecture holds for (A, p) is often implied by the other assumptions (see 4.7 7)). Here are two concrete special cases of 4.1.1.1 1) and 2) stated in a way which does not assume a priori that this conjecture holds (see 4.6):
1.3.1. SC1. We assume that p = 2, that d ≥ 3 and that E is linearly disjoint from the field extension Q µ 2 ∞ of Q obtained by adjoining all 2-power roots of 1. We also assume that A has a polarization p A of odd degree; we denote also by p A the perfect form on T 2 (A) it defines naturally. If the reduction mod 2 of the factorization ρ of ρ A,2 through GSp(T 2 (A), p A )(Z 2 ) is surjective, then Im(ρ A,2 ) = GSp(T 2 (A), p A )(Z 2 ).
SC2. We assume that p = 2, that End(AĒ) ⊗ Z Z 2 is semisimple and a form of M 2 (Z 2 ), that End(AĒ)⊗ Z R is the standard R-algebra of quaternions, that E
conn is linearly disjoint from Q µ 2 ∞ , and that d = 2n, with n ∈ N odd and such that 2n is not of the form Though §2 and §3 handle also the cases p = 2 and p = 3, §4 does not bring anything new to the result of Serre mentioned before 1.1; however, one can adapt the ideas presented here to elliptic curves or to [Ri2] in order to get meaningful results in mixed characteristics (0, 2) and (0, 3) (for instance, see the abstract results 1.2.1 and 3.5.2 1)). The paper is thought as a reference source for users of Galois representations and of applications of them and of reductive groups to Shimura varieties. The paper originated from seminar talks in Berkeley of Ribet and Lenstra; the first draft of §2 was a letter to Lenstra. We would like to thank Serre for two e-mail replies; the first one was the starting point of 3.3 which proves all its expectations and the second one led to a better presentation and to precise references in 3.3.9.1. We would also like to thank Ulmer and U of Arizona for the reading and respectively for good conditions for the writing of the paper.
Notations and conventions.
Always p is a prime and n, q ∈ N. We denote by k 1 a finite field extension of k = F p q . We abbreviate absolutely simple (resp. simply connected) by a.s. (resp. by s.c.). If R, F and S are as in §1, we say F ad is R-simple (resp. is a.s.) if (resp. if each geometric fibre of) it has no proper, normal subgroups of positive relative dimension. If i 1 : R 1 ֒→ R is a Z-monomorphism, then Lie R 1 (S) is Lie(S) but viewed as an R 1 -Lie algebra. If R 1 = F p , then we often view Lie R 1 (S) just as an abelian group. If i 1 is finite and flat, then Res R/R 1 F is the group scheme over R 1 obtained from F through the Weil restriction of scalars; it is a reductive group iff i 1 isétale (see [BLR, 7.6] ). If M is a free R 1 -module of finite rank, then GL(M ) (SL(M ), etc.) are viewed as group schemes over R 1 . So GL(M )(R) is the group of R-linear automorphisms of M ⊗ R 1 R.
Let F be semisimple and Spec(R) connected. Let AD F : F (R) → GL(Lie R (F ))(R) be the adjoint representation (evaluated at R). Let o(F ) be the order of Z(F ) as a finite, flat, group scheme. So o(SL 2 ) = 2. We have z(F ) = o(F sc )/o(F ). See item (VIII) of [Bou1, planches I to IX] for o(F )'s of s.c. semisimple groups having a.s. adjoint. If X * (resp. if X R 1 or X) is a scheme over Spec(R 1 ), then X * R (resp. X R ) is its pull back to Spec(R). We use the standard notations for classical groups over k, W (k) or C (see [ATL] ) is k-simple. The "only if" part is obvious. To check the "if" part we consider a non-trivial ideal I of Lie(H ad ). So I ⊗ k k 1 is a non-trivial ideal of
and so a direct sum of some of these direct summands indexed by elements of Gal(k 1 /k). But the only non-trivial such direct sum defined over k is Lie 
LT.
The maximal weight ω of the adjoint representation of the complex, simple Lie algebra of LT Lie type is
, then with the notations of loc. cit. ω is ω 1 + ω n (resp. is ω 2 , 2ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 2 , ω 1 , ω 8 , ω 1 or ω 2 ). It is known that AD H 1 is absolutely irreducible (cf. Curtis and Steinberg theory and the last two sentences; if p = 2, then LT = C n+1 and so the weight 2ω 1 for p = 2 does not show up). Let I be a non-trivial, irreducible subrepresentation of AD H . The extension of AD H to k 1 is a direct sum of [k 1 : k] copies of AD H 1 , cf. (1). So due to the absolute irreducibility of AD H 1 , I ⊗ k k 1 is a Lie(H 1 )-submodule of Lie(H) ⊗ k k 1 . So as (I ⊗ k k 1 ) ∩ Lie(H) = I, I is an ideal of Lie(H) and so I = Lie(H). This ends the proof. Until §3 we assume that
where H 1 is a semisimple group over k 1 having an a.s. adjoint. So Lie(H) = Lie k (H 1 ). Let LT be as above. Let k 2 and k 3 be the quadratic and respectively the cubic extension of k. We have the following refinement of 2.4. If LT ∈ {B n , C n , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 , G 2 |n ∈ N}, then CON N is trivial; so H 1 is split and l = k 1 (cf. Lang theorem). If LT is A n+1 , D n+4 or E 6 , then CON N is Z/2Z and so l ∈ {k 1 , k 2 }. If LT = D 4 , then CON N is the symmetric group S 3 and so l ∈ {k 1 , k 2 , k 3 }. Let (2) Lie(H 1l ) = Lie(T 1l ) ⊕ α∈Φ g α be the Weyl decomposition of Lie(H 1l ) with respect to T 1l . So each g α is a 1-dimensional l-vector space normalized by T 1l and Φ is a root system of characters of T 1l . Let Φ + := {α ∈ Φ|g α ⊂ Lie(B 1l )}. Let ∆ be the basis of Φ formed by elements of Φ + . Let α max ∈ Φ + be the maximal root with respect to ∆. Warning: we use [Bou1, planches I to IX] to denote the elements of ∆, Φ + and Φ and so ∆ = {α 1 , ..., α r }, where r is the rank of LT ; also, if l = k 1 (resp. if l = k) in connection to (2) we often drop the lower right index l (resp. 1l).
For α ∈ Φ let H(|α|) be the semisimple subgroup of H 1l generated by the two G a subgroups G a,α and G a,−α of H 1l normalized by T 1l and having g α and respectively g −α as their Lie algebras. So H(|α|) ad is a P SL 2 group and H 1l is generated by all these H(|α|)'s. All these can be deduced from [Bo2, ch. IV, §13] via descent froml to l. 
Proof: Tensoring with l we can assume k = k 1 = l; so H = H 1 is split. The first part of 1) is obvious. If
. So the last part of 1) follows from the inclusions of 2.6. We now prove 2). Both U 1 and U . So we are left to show that L H = Lie(H) if p = 2 and LT = C n . But then H has a subgroup SL(H) which is a product of SL 2 groups and has T as a maximal torus; so Lie(T ) ⊂ L H and so L H = Lie(H). This concludes the proof of 2).
We prove 3). Based on 2) we can assume that p = 2 and LT = C n . We already know that So except the first two Cases of 2.9 (which are samples) in 2.8-10 we will just mention subgroups of H 1 . Until 2.9 we assume l = k 1 . We use (2) . Let α ∈ Φ and let x ∈ g α \ {0}. Let T (|α|) be the maximal subtorus of T 1 centralizing x. So [x, Lie(T (|α|))] = {0}. We have a short exact sequence
where T H(|α|) is the reductive subgroup of H 1 generated by T (|α|) and H(|α|) and where H(|α|) ′ is either H(|α|) or its adjoint. For β ∈ Φ let ST (α, β) := {iα + β|i ∈ Z} ∩ Φ be the α-string through β. It is of the form {iα + β|i ∈ {−s, −s + 1, ..., t}}, for some s, t ∈ N ∪ {0} with s + t ≤ 3 (see [Hu1, p. 45] ). The set Φ \ {α, −α} is a disjoint union of α-strings. So let Φ(|α|) be a subset of Φ \ {α, −α} such that we have a disjoint union Φ \ {α, 
has at most 1 element and so ad(x) 2 annihilates V α,β . Similarly if RS = B 2 (resp. if RS = G 2 ), then Ψ 1 (α, β) has at most 2 (resp. 3) elements and so ad(x) 3 (resp. ad(x) 4 ) annihilates V α,β .
2.9. Subgroups, part II. Until 2.10 we use (2) with l ∈ {k 2 , k 3 }. Case 1: LT = A 2n+1 . Let H 1 (n + 1) be the subgroup of H 1 whose extension to l = k 2 is H(|α n+1 |). So H(n + 1) := Res k 1 /k H 1 (n + 1) is a semisimple subgroup of H. Let i ∈ {1, ..., n}. Let α i |) of H 1k 2 are SL 2 groups and commute. We first assume that either n > 1 or 
. If i = n (resp. if i = n + 1) let H 1 (i) be the semisimple subgroup of H 1 whose extension to k 2 is generated by H(|α n |) and H(|α n+1 |) (resp. is H(|α n +α n+1 |)).
ad is a P SU 3 group.
Case 3: LT = E 6 . Let H 1 (1) ′ (resp. H 1 (4)) be the semisimple subgroup of H 1 which over k 2 is generated by H(|α|), with α ∈ {α 1 , α 3 , α 4 , α 5 , α 6 } (resp. with α = α 2 ). So H 1 (1)
′ is non-split of A 5 Lie type and H 1 (4) is an SL 2 group, cf. 2.8.1. Case 1 applies to H 1 (1) ′ : we get semisimple subgroups H 1 (1), H 1 (2) and H 1 (3) of H 1 (1) ′ and so of H 1 .
Case 4: LT = D n+3 and l = k 2 . If n = 1 we assume Gal(k 2 /k 1 ) permutes g α 3 and g α 4 .
For i ∈ {1, ..., n + 2} let H 1 (i) be the subgroup of H 1 which over k 2 is generated by H(|α|),
Case 5: LT = D 4 and l = k 3 . Let H 1 (1) (resp. H 1 (2)) be the semisimple subgroup of H 1 which over k 2 is generated by H(|α|), with α ∈ {α 1 + α 2 + α 3 , 
Remark. The Lie subalgebra LS
. Argument: tensoring with l over k, this follows easily from 2.6.
2.9.3. Remark. Let T H 1 (i) be the reductive subgroup of H 1 generated by T 1 and H 1 (i). Let T 1 (i) be the maximal torus of Z(T H 1 (i)). We have a short exact sequence
We have a direct sum decomposition Lie(
We assume now that H 1 (i) ad is the Res l/k 1 of a P SL 2 group. Let x ∈ Lie(U 1 ) ∩ Lie(H 1 (i)). In the first four Cases (resp. in Case 5) we can write x = x 1 + x 2 (resp.
, where x i ∈ g α i for some α i ∈ Φ + . This writing is unique up to ordering. The restriction of ad(
is a well defined automorphism of S 2 (i). As in characteristic 0 we can identify h x with the automorphism of S 2 (i) defined by an element of H 1 (i)(k 1 ).
We assume now that
We write x = x 1 + x 2 , with x 1 ∈ g α n and x 2 ∈ g α n+1 . The restrictions of ad(x 1 ) and ad(x 2 ) to S 2 (n) do not commute but ad(x i 1 )ad(x i 2 )ad(x i 3 ) restricted to S 2 (n) is 0, ∀i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ∈ {1, 2}. So for p ≥ 3 we can define h x as above.
2.10. Subgroups, part III. In 2.12 and 3.3.9 we will need to consider semisimple subgroups of H 1 which are not isogeneous to Res of SL 2 groups. We first assume l = k 1 .
Let r be the rank of LT . Let i 1 , i 2 ∈ {1, ..., r}, i 2 > i 1 . Let H i 1 ,i 2 be the subgroup of H 1 generated by H(|α|)'s with α ∈ Φ a linear combination of 
, then we can choose i 1 and i 2 such that H i 1 ,i 2 is of A 3 (resp. of C 2 ) Lie type. We assume now that LT ∈ {B n+2 , C n+1 , F 4 , G 2 |n ∈ N}. We consider the semisimple subgroup H long 1 of H 1 generated by G a,α , with α ∈ Φ a long root.
is split of A 3 (resp. of A 2 ) Lie type. These Lie types can be read out from [Bou1, planches II, III, VIII and IX].
Until 2.11 we assume l = k 1 . If LT = A n+4 , then the subgroup of H 1 whose extension to l is generated by H(|α|), with α ∈ {α 1 , α 2 , α n+3 , α n+4 }, is isogeneous to the Res k 2 /k 1 of an SL 3 group. If LT = A 4 , then the subgroup of H 1 whose extension to l is generated by H(|α|), with α ∈ {α 1 , α 4 }, is the Res k 2 /k 1 of an SL 2 group. We assume now that LT is D n+3 and that l = k 2 . If n = 1 we assume Gal(k 2 /k 1 ) permutes g α 3 and g α 4 . If n > 1 (resp. n = 1) we consider the subgroup of H 1 whose extension to l is generated by H(|α|), with α ∈ {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 } (resp. with α ∈ {α 1 , α 2 , α 2 + α 3 + α 4 }); its adjoint is a P SL 4 group.
Theorem. 1) If o(H) is not divisible by p, then no 1 dimensional k-vector subspace of Lie(H) is normalized by AD
H (Im(H sc (k) → H(k))).
2) We assume that p divides o(H) and does not divide z(H). If
k = F 2 , we also assume that H is not an SL 2 group. Then there is no proper k-vector subspace V of Lie(H) normalized by AD H (Im(H sc (k) → H(k))) and such that Lie(H) = V + Lie(Z(H)). 3) We assume that LT = D 2n+2 , that o(H 1 ) = 2 and that p = 2. Then there is no proper k-vector subspace V 0 of [Lie(H), Lie(H)] normalized by AD H (Im(H sc (k) → H(k))) and such that [Lie(H), Lie(H)] = V 0 + Lie(Z(H)).
4) We assume that p divides both z(H) and o(H). If p = 2 we also assume that
LT = D 2n+2 . Then the adjoint representation of H sc (k) on Lie(H)
is the direct sum of an irreducible, non-trivial representation and of a trivial representation.

5) If p = 2 and LT
] is trivial and of dimension over k 1 at most 2.
Proof: We prove 1). We can assume H is adjoint. Let u ∈ Lie(H) be such that ku is normalized by AD H (Im(H sc (k) → H(k))). We can assume k 1 = k. The case LT = A 1 is well known (we can assume k = F p and cf. 2.4 that p = 2). So we can assume LT = A 1 . We first assume l = k. Let x ∈ Lie(H 1 (i) ∩ U 1 ), with H 1 (i) a semisimple subgroup of H = H 1 which is mentioned in 2.9. We use the notations of 2.9.3. We write u = u 1 + u 2 , where u s ∈ S s (i) with s ∈ {1, 2}. As the direct sum decomposition Lie(H) = S 1 (i) ⊕ S 2 (i) is normalized by H 1 (i)(k 1 ), H 1 (i)(k 1 ) normalizes ku 1 as well as ku 2 .
ad is a P SL 2 group, then the restriction of ad(x) 2 to S 2 (i) is 0 (cf. 2.8.2 applied to H 1l ) and so the automorphism of S 2 (i) induced by is defined by an element of H 1 (i)(k 1 ). So u 2 + [x, u 2 ] ∈ ku 2 and so as ad(x) is nilpotent we get [x,
ad is the Res l/k of a P SL 2 group, then as h x and h ax (of 2.9.3) normalize ku 2 we similarly get that [x, u 2 ] = 0. We now show that [x, u 1 ] = 0. We use (4) . If p > 2, then from 2.4 we get that the image of u 1 in Lie(
ad (k 1 ) and as Lie(H 1 (i) ad ) has no elements fixed by
So u as an element of Lie(H l ) annihilates g α , ∀α ∈ Φ. As l = k none of the three conditions of 2.6 holds. So from 2.6 we get that the component of u in g α with respect to (2) is 0, ∀α ∈ Φ. So u ∈ Lie(T l ). But as H is adjoint, no element of Lie(T l ) annihilates g α , ∀α ∈ Φ. So u = 0.
We assume now that LT = A 2n . If g.c.d.(p, 2n + 1) = 1, then the statement follows from 2.4. So we can assume p ≥ 3. If i = n, then as above we get [x, u] = 0. If i = n we assume that x is as in the end of 2.9.3. As h x and h 2x normalize ku 2 , as above we get [x, u 2 ] = 0. So as in the previous paragraph to show that u = 0 it is enough to show that [x, u 1 ] = 0. To show this we can assume n = 1 (so Lie(H) = S 1 (1) and u = u 1 ). As u is annihilated by ±g α 1 +α 2 (cf. the case i = n + 1) from 2.6 we get that the component of u in g α with respect to (2) is 0, ∀α ∈ Φ. So u ∈ Lie(T ). Let g ∈ (U 1 \ G a,α 1 +α 2 )(k 1 ). From the inclusion AD H (g)(ku) ⊂ ku we get that u is annihilated by g α 1 and g α 2 . So u = 0.
We are left with the case l = k. If all roots of Φ have the same length, then the above part involving u 1 and u 2 for LT = A 2n applies entirely. If LT is F 4 or G 2 , then H ad = H sc and so [Hi, Hauptsatz] applies. So we can assume LT ∈ {B n+2 , C n+1 |n ∈ N}. We can assume p = 2, cf. 2.4. As in the mentioned part involving u 1 and u 2 we get that u is annihilated by g β , provided β ∈ Φ is long. For any short root α ∈ Φ there is a long root β ∈ Φ such that α + β ∈ Φ; so the component of u in g α with respect to (2) is 0, cf. 2.6. For any long root β ∈ Φ there is a short root α ∈ Φ such that α + β ∈ Φ is also short. So if the component of u in g β is non-zero, then the component of AD H (g)(u) − u in g α+β is non-zero (cf. 2.6); here g ∈ G a,α (k 1 ) is an arbitrary non-identity element. Contradiction. So u ∈ Lie(T ). As H is adjoint all H(|α|) ′ groups of 2.8 are P SL 2 groups, cf. 2.8.1. So from (3) and the A 1 Lie type case of 1) we get that u ∈ Lie(T (|α|)), ∀α ∈ Φ. As H is adjoint we have ∩ α∈Φ Lie(T (|α|) = {0}. So u = 0. This concludes the proof of 1). Now we prove 2). We can assume H is s.c. We assume such a V does exist and we show that this leads to a contradiction. We first show that we can assume k 1 = k. We write
. From this and the inclusion Lie(H 1 ) ⊂Ṽ 1 +Lie(Z(H k 1 )) we get Lie(H 1 ) =Ṽ 1 ∩Lie(H 1 )+Lie(Z(H 1 )). So if we have Lie(H 1 ) =Ṽ 1 ∩ Lie(H 1 ) for any suchH 1 , then V ⊗ k k 1 = Lie(H k 1 ) and this contradicts the fact that V is a proper k-vector subspace of Lie(H). So we can assume
If LT is not (resp. is) D 2n+2 , then dim k (Lie(Z(H))) is 1 (resp. is 2). So the number dim k (Lie(H)/V ) is 1 (resp. is 1 or 2). We can assume dim k (Lie(H)/V ) = 1.
We now assume p ≥ 3. So either LT = A pn−1 or p = 3 and
Using similar intersections V ∩ Lie k (H 1 (i)) we get (cf. Cases 1, 2 and 3 of 2.9) that we can assume that LT = A 2 and that p = 3. Let H k (|α 1 + α 2 |) be the subgroup of H = H 1 which over l is H(|α 1 + α 2 |). The H k (|α 1 + α 2 |)(k)-module Lie(H) is semisimple: it is the direct sum of Lie(H k (|α 1 + α 2 |)) with Lie(Z(H)) and with two k-vector spaces of dimension 2 which, when tensored with l, are included in ⊕ α∈Φ g α . So as V is normalized by H k (|α 1 +α 2 |)(k), by reasons of dimensions we get that V contains these two k-vector spaces and Lie(
It is easy to see that we can choose g and x such that the component of
We are left with the case p = 2. The A 1 Lie type case follows from [Hi, Hauptsatz] . So we can assume LT ∈ {A 2n+1 , B n+1 , C n+2 , D n+3 , E 7 |n ∈ N}. As in the previous paragraph we just need to show that Lie k (H 1 (i)) ∩ V = Lie k (H 1 (i)), for any H 1 (i) as in 2.9. The case l = k = F 2 is as above. If l = k = F 2 , then 2) follows from loc. cit. So we can assume l = k. So LT ∈ {A 2n+1 , D n+3 |n ∈ N} and we are in one of the Cases 1, 4 or 5 of 2.9. In Case 4 all H 1 (i)'s are Res k 2 /k of SL 2 groups, cf. 2.9.1; so as l = k 2 = F 2 we get Lie k (H 1 (i)) ∩V = Lie k (H 1 (i)). The same applies to Cases 1 and 5, except for the situation when l = k 3 and k 1 = k = F 2 ; so LT = D 4 . We now refer to it, using the notations of Case 5 of 2.9. It is enough to show that V ∩ Lie(H 1 (2)) = Lie(H 1 (2)). As H 1 (2) is an SL 2 group, we have {0,
, where x, y and h are non-zero elements of Lie( )). This ends the proof of 2).
We now prove 3). We have dim k 1 (Lie(H 2.12. On exceptional ideals. Until §3 we assume that H is adjoint and that either p = 2 and LT ∈ {B n , C n , F 4 } or p = 3 and LT = G 2 . So l = k 1 . It is known that H 1 is the extension to k 1 of a split, adjoint group H 0 over k, cf. [SGA3, Vol. III, p. 305]. Let I (resp. I sc ) be the ideal of Lie(H 1 ) (resp. of Lie(H sc 1 )) generated by g α , with α ∈ Φ short. We have
, with I 0 (resp. I sc 0 ) as the similarly defined ideal of Lie(H 0 ) (resp. of Lie(H sc 0 )). As I sc and I are normalized by H 1 we have I = Im(I sc → Lie(H 1 )). So I is an absolutely irreducible H 1 (k 1 )-module, cf. [Hi, Hauptsatz] . Similarly we get that I 0 is an absolutely irreducible H 0 (k 0 )-module. Let I k (resp. I sc k ) be I (resp. I sc ) but viewed as a k-ideal or as a k-vector space.
Proposition. The only irreducible H(k)-submodule of Lie(H) is
Due to the mentioned absolute irreducibility, any non-trivial subrepresentation of I H 0 ⊗ k k 1 is of the form IRR = I 0 ⊗ k W , with W a non-trivial k-vector subspace of k 1 . We can assume T 1 is the extension to k 1 of a maximal torus
. So W is stable under multiplications with elements of k * 1 which belong to the image of the homomorphism 
2) If LT = C n with n odd, then there are no 1 dimensional k-vector subspaces of Lie(H)/I k normalized by H(k). 
3) Let
Proof: The first part of 1) is argued as in 2.12.1 for the case of I k . The second part of 1) follows from 2.12.1. We now prove 2). We can assume k = k 1 ; so H = H 1 and I = I k . ). As H(k) = H 1 (k 1 ) and due to (1), it is an elementary exercise to check that the last two sentences imply M ⊗ k k 1 = Lie(H)⊗ k k 1 . So M = Lie(H). This ends the proof. §3. The p-adic context Let k = F p q and s ∈ N. Let G be a reductive group over W (k). Let A 1 be the affine
is endowed with the coarsest topology making all maps
Problem. Find practical conditions on G, K and p which imply
This Problem was first considered in the context of SL n groups in [Se4, IV] . After mentioning two general properties (see 3.1.1-2) in 3.1.3-4 we identify a key subpart (question) of this Problem. In 3.2 we include an inductive approach which allows to get information on Im(K → G(W 2 (k))) from information on semisimple subgroups of G. In 3.3-4 we assume G is semisimple. In 3.3 we solve question 3.1.4 for adjoint and s.c. groups G. In 3.4 we prove 1.2.1. In 3.5 we deal with the case G non-semisimple.
We now point out that in general we do need some conditions on G, K and p.
3.1.1. Example. We assume there is an isogeny f : 
has non-trivial kernel and so it is not an epimorphism. Moreover, the group Ker(f )(k) is trivial and so the homomorphism f (k) : 
is the p-th power of any element of G(W s+1 (k)) whose image in G(W s (k)) is the same as the one of 1 L + p s−1 x mod p s . So by induction on s ≥ 3 (resp. on s ≥ 2) we get that
) and so that K surjects onto G(W s+1 (k)). As s is arbitrary and K is compact we get K = G(W (k)). This ends the proof. 3.1.3. The class γ. We view Lie
be the class defining the standard short exact sequence 3.2. The inductive approach. Until §4 let T and B be as in 3.1.5. Let G 0k be a semisimple subgroup of G k normalized by T k . Let T 0k (resp. T 00k ) be the maximal subtorus of T k which is a torus of G 0k (resp. which centralizes G 0k ). It lifts uniquely to a subtorus T 0 (resp. T 00 ) of T , cf. Proof: We can assume T is split. We consider the Weyl decomposition
We can assume T 00 is trivial (otherwise we replace G by the derived subgroup of the centralizer of T 00 in G). So G is semisimple and the kernel of the natural homomomorphism from T k into the identity component Aut 0 (G 0k ) of the group scheme of automorphisms of G 0k is finite. We have Aut 0 (G 0k ) = G ad 0k , cf. [SGA3, Vol. III, p. 375]. So T k and G 0k have equal ranks. More precisely, T k is the maximal torus of G 0k whose group scheme theoretical image in Aut 0 (G 0k ) is the same as of T k . So T 0 = T . If G 0 exists, then it is generated by T and by the G a subgroups of G normalized by T and whose Lie algebras are g α , with α ∈ Φ 0 . So as Φ 0 is determined uniquely by G 0k , the Lemma follows. Proof: We can assume that T splits and that T 00 is trivial. If G 0 exists, then the direct sum Lie(T ) ⊕ α∈Φ 0 g α is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(G). So the analogue of 2.6 in characteristic 0 (see [SGA3, Vol. III, 6.5 of p. 322]) implies that (*) holds. We assume now that (*) holds. So Φ 0 is a closed subset of Φ. As G 0k is a semisimple group having T k as a maximal torus, Φ 0 is also symmetric. So G 0 exists and is reductive, cf. [SGA3, Vol. III, 5.3.4, 5.4.7 and 5.10.1 of Exp. XXII]. We assume now that for any simple factor H of G ad k none of the three conditions of 2.6 holds. So as Lie(G 0k ) is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(G k ), from 2.6 we get that (*) holds. This ends the proof.
New classes.
We assume G 0 exists. Let T G 0 be the subgroup of G generated by T and G 0 . It is reductive. The maximal torus of T centralizing G 0 is T 00 . Moreover, T is generated by T 00 and T 0 (see the proof of 3.2.1). Let Z 0 := T 00 ∩ G 0 . We have a natural isogeny G 0 → G ′ 0 := T G 0 /T 00 = G 0 /Z 0 . We also have a direct sum decomposition Lie(G) = Lie(T G 0 ) ⊕ V 0 of T G 0 -modules. To check this we can assume that T is split and that G semisimple. Condition ( * ) implies that V 0 := ⊕ α∈Φ\Φ 0 g α is a Lie(T G 0 )-module and so a T G 0 -module.
) is an isomorphism. So it makes sense to speak about the corestriction
of γ 02 . We get: has a section too.
3.2.5. Remark. In 3.3 we will often use the fact that γ = 0 if γ 00 = 0. But occasionally we will also work with variants of γ 0 instead of γ 00 . Here are two examples. Let j ∈ N \ {1} (resp. j ∈ N \ {1, 2}). First we assume that k = F 2 and that G is the SU 2j (resp. the SU 2j−1 ) group. Let G 0 be such that G 0W (F 4 ) is generated by the G a subgroups of G W (F 4 ) normalized by T W (F 4 ) and corresponding (as in 2.10) to the roots ±α 1 and ±α 2j−1 (resp. ±α 1 and ±α 2j−2 ). It is the Res F 4 )) ) corresponds to the direct sum W of j copies of the standard 2 dimensional representation W 0 of G 02 (resp. to the direct sum W of j − 1 copies of W 0 with the trivial 1 dimensional representation of
) is also 0; this image is computed via the natural monomorphisms Lie(
is non-zero; here s = j (resp. s = j − 1). So γ = 0. We now assume that k = F 4 and that G is an SU 3 group. Let G 02 be an SL 2 subgroup of G normalized by T . The composite monomorphism G 0 (W (F 4 )) ֒→ G(W (F 8 )) = SL 3 (W (F 8 )) corresponds "over W (F 4 )" to the direct sum of two copies of W 0 with the trivial representation of G 02 over W (F 4 ). So as above starting from γ we similarly get a new non-zero component γ 00 2 but this time with s = 2. So again γ = 0. 3.2.6. Remark. We assume that k = F 2 and that γ = 0. The G(F 2 )-module Lie F 2 (G F 4 ) is the direct sum of Lie(G F 2 ) and aLie(G F 2 ), where a ∈ F 4 \ F 2 . So the restriction via the monomorphism G(F 2 ) ֒→ G(F 4 ) of the class γ 2 defining the standard short exact sequence 0 → Lie
is the direct sum of γ and of some other class in H 2 (G(F 2 ), aLie(G F 2 )). So the last short exact sequence does not have a section.
3.3. The answer to 3.1.4 for adjoint and s.c. groups. Until 3.5 we assume G is semisimple. For y ∈ W 2 (k) letȳ ∈ k be its reduction mod p. For α ∈ k * let t α ∈ W 2 (k) be the reduction mod p 2 of the Teichmüller lift of α. We now start answering 3.1.4. In 3.3.1 we include a general Proposition which allows us to assume that p q ≤ 4. In 3.3.2-8 we deal with seven special cases corresponding to p q ≤ 4 and groups G of small rank. In 3.3.9 we draw the conclusions: we show that 3.3.1-8 and 3.2.1-3 allow us to list all cases when (5) has a section and G is adjoint or s.c. In 3.3.4.1 and 3.3.10 we show as well that some extra short exact sequences related to exceptional ideals do not have sections.
The identity (resp. zero) n × n matrix is denoted as I n (resp. as 0 n ). For i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} let E ij be the n × n matrix whose all entries are 0 except the ij entry which is 1. We list matrices by rows in increasing order (the first row, then the second row, etc.). Proof: We can assume G ad is adjoint and W (k)-simple. Our hypotheses imply that G has a subgroup G 0 normalized by T and which is isogeneous to the Weil restriction of an SL 2 group over the Witt ring of a finite field which has at least 5 elements, cf. 2.8-9 and 3.2.2. So based on 3.2.4 for p ≥ 3 (resp. for p = 2) we can assume G is an SL 2 (resp. is a P SL 2 ) group; so p q ≥ 5. For p ≥ 5 we just have to show that G(W 2 (k)) has no element of order p specializing to a non-trivial k-valued point of a G a subgroup of G k ; but this is a consequence of the fact that for y ∈ M 2 (W 2 (k)) we have (I 2 + E 12 + py) p = I 2 + pE 12 = I 2 . We assume p = 3; so q ≥ 2. For α ∈ k * let X α := I 2 + t α E 12 + 3x α E 21 + 3Y α ∈ M 2 (W (k)), with x α ∈ W 2 (k) and with Y α ∈ M 2 (W 2 (k)) such that its 21 entry is 0. Let β ∈ k * . The matrix equations X 3 α = X 3 β = I 2 and X α X β = X β X α inside M 2 (W 2 (k)), get translated into equations with coefficients in k involving the reductions mod p of x α , x β and of the entries of Y α and Y β . We need just few of these equations. Identifying the 12 (resp. the 11) entries of the equations X 3 α = X 3 β = I 2 (resp. X α X β = X β X α ) we get 1 + αx α = 1 + βx β = 0 (resp. αx β = βx α ). So α 2 = β 2 . But as q ≥ 2 there are elements α, β ∈ k * such that α 2 = β 2 . So γ = 0 if G is an SL 2 group, p = 3 and q ≥ 2. We assume p = 2; so q ≥ 3. As the homomorphism GL 2 (W 2 (k)) → P SL 2 (W 2 (k)) is an epimorphism, we can use again matrix computations. For δ ∈ k let X δ := I 2 + t δ E 12 + 2Y δ , with Y δ ∈ M 2 (W 2 (k)). Let (a δ , b δ ) and (c δ , d δ ) be the rows of Y δ . As q ≥ 3 we can choose α, β ∈ k \ {0, 1} such that 1 + α + β = 0 and α = β. The conditions that the images of X 1 , X α , X β in P SL(W 2 (k)) are of order 2 and commute with each other imply that we have the power 2 equations X 2 1 = (1 + 2v 1 )I 2 , X 2 α = (1 + 2v α )I 2 and X 2 β = (1 + 2v β )I 2 and the commuting equations X 1 X α = (1 + 2v 1α )X α X 1 , X 1 X β = (1 + 2v 1β )X β X 1 and X α X β = (1 + 2v αβ )X β X α , where v 1 , v α , v β , v 1α , v 1β and v αβ belonging to W 2 (k). Among the equations we get are the following ones: (7)ā 1 +d 1 =ā α +d α =ā β +d β = 1; (8)v 1α =v 1β =v αβ = 1; (9) 1 +c α + αc 1 = 1 +c β + βc 1 = 1 + αc β + βc α = 0.
The equations (7) are obtained by identifying the 12 entries of the power 2 equations (we have X
). The equations (8) are obtained by identifying the 12 entries of the commuting equations and by inserting (7) into the resulting equations. The equations (9) are obtained by identifying the 11 entries of the commuting equations and by inserting (8) into the resulting equations. As 1 + α + β = 0, the system (9) of equations in the variablesc 1 ,c α andc β has no solution in k. So (5) does not split if p = 2, q ≥ 3 and G is a P SL 2 group. This ends the proof.
3.3.1.1. Remark. We refer to the above proof with p = q = 2. The equations X 3.3.2. The P SL 3 case for k = F 3 . We assume that k = F 3 and that G is a P SL 3 group. We show that γ = 0. We work inside M 3 (W 2 (k)). Let X 1 := I 3 + E 12 + 3Y 1 and X 2 :
. We have X 3 = I 3 + E 13 + 3Y 3 , with Y 3 ∈ M 3 (W 2 (k)). It is enough to show that we can not choose Y 1 and Y 2 such that X 3 3 is of the form βI 3 , with β ∈ Ker(G m (W 2 (k)) → G m (k)). As X 3 3 = I 3 + 3E 13 + 3E 13 Y 3 E 13 , it is enough to show that the 31 entry of Y 3 mod 3 is not −1. We show that in fact the 31 entry of X 3 (and so also of Y 3 mod 3) is 0. Let = 31 be the equivalence relation on M 3 (W 2 (k)) such that two matrices are in relation = 31 iff their 31 entries are equal. For Z ∈ M 3 (W 2 (k)) we have such that for the standard Z 3 -basis {e 1 , ..., e 4 } of Z 4 3 and for i, j ∈ {1, ..., 4}, j > i, we have ψ(e i , e j ) = 1 if j − i = 2 and ψ(e i , e j ) = 0 otherwise. We take X 1 := I 4 + E 12 − E 43 + 3Y 1 , X 2 := I 3 − E 14 − E 23 + 3Y 2 , with Y 1 and Y 2 as in 3.3.2. Defining X 3 as in 3.3.2, we have X 3 = I 3 − 2E 13 + 3Y 3 . As in 3.3.2 it is enough to show that the 31 entry of X 3 is 0. But the computation of 3.3.2 applies, once we remark that similar to (10) for Z ∈ M 4 (W 2 (k)) and for the = 31 equivalence relation on M 4 (W 2 (k)) defined as in 3.3.2 we have
So γ = 0. Warning: here X 1 , X 2 and X 3 are "related" to the roots α 1 , α 1 + α 2 and respectively 2α 1 + α 2 of the C 2 Lie type; the similar computations for the roots α 1 , α 2 and α 1 + α 2 do not imply that γ = 0.
3.3.4. The P Sp 4 case for k = F 2 . We assume that k = F 2 and that G is a P Sp 4 group. We show that γ = 0. Let ψ be as in 3.3.3 but with Z 3 replaced by Z 2 . Let X 1 := I 4 + E 24 + 2Y 1 and X 2 := I 4 + E 13 + 2Y 2 , where F 2 ) ). The reduction mod 2 of X 1 and X 2 define F 2 -valued points of G sc = Sp(Z 4 2 , ψ). We assume it is possible to choose Y 1 and Y 2 such that X 1 and X 2 are elements of GSp(W, ψ)(W 2 (F 2 )) and X 2 1 , X 2 2 and (X 1 X 2 ) 2 are ±I 4 . All elements x y , with x ∈ {a, b, ..., p} and y ∈ {1, 2}, belong to W 2 (F 2 ). We have X 2 1 = I 4 +2E 24 +2[Y 1 , E 24 ]. So using X 2 1 we get that the rows of X 1 are (1+2a 1 0 2c 1 2d 1 ), (2e 1 1+2f 1 2g 1 1+2h 1 ), (2i 1 0 1+2k 1 2l 1 ) and (0 0 0 3+2f 1 ). Similarly, using X 2 2 we get that the rows of X 2 are (1 + 2a 2 2b 2 1 + 2c 2 2d 2 ), (0 1 + 2f 2 2g 2 2h 2 ), (0 0 3 + 2a 2 0) and (0 2n 2 2o 2 1+2p 2 ). Identifying the 24 entries of X 2 X 1 and X 1 X 2 we get (1+2h 1 )(1+2f 2 )+ 2h 2 (3+2f 1 ) = (1+2f 1 )2h 2 +(1+2h 1 )(1+2p 2 ). So 2f 2 = 2p 2 . As X 2 ∈ GSp(W, ψ)(W 2 (F 2 )) we have (3 + 2a 2 )(1 + 2a 2 ) = (1 + 2f 2 )(1 + 2p 2 ). So 3 = 1 inside W 2 (F 2 ). Contradiction. So our assumption on the choice of Y 1 and Y 2 is false. So γ = 0.
3.3.4.1. Remark. We show that the short exact sequence
So we can assume that the rows of Z 1 are (1 0 2x 1 0), (0 1 0 1 + 2x 2 ), (2x 3 0 1 0) and (0 2x 4 0 1), where x 1 , ..., x 4 ∈ W 2 (k). But the 24 entry of Z 2 1 is 2 and soX 1 can not be of order 2. So (11) does not have a section.
3.3.5. The P SL 4 case for k = F 2 . We assume that k = F 2 and that G is a P SL 4 group. We show that the assumption γ = 0 leads to a contradiction. We use the notations of 3.3.4. We identify G sc = SL(Z
5) we get that the group G(W
But there is no epimorphism from S onto Z/2Z. So the images of S and F 2 ) ). Contradiction. So γ = 0.
3.3.6. The P SL 3 case for k = F 4 . We assume that k = F 4 and that G ad is a P SL 3 group. We show that γ = 0. As z(G sc ) is odd we can assume G is an SL 3 group. Let α, β ∈ k * , with α = β. Let X 1 := I 3 + t α E 12 + 2Y 1 and X 2 := I 3 + t β E 12 + 2Y 2 , where
, then Y j has the rows (2a j 2b j 2c j ) (0 2 + 2a j 0) and (0 2h j 2i j ), j ∈ {1, 2}. So as α = β we get that the 12 entries of X 1 X 2 and X 2 X 1 are distinct. So X 1 X 2 = X 2 X 1 and so γ = 0.
3.3.7. The P SU 3 case for k = F 2 . We assume that k = F 2 and that G ad is P SU 3 . We show that γ = 0. We can assume G is s.c. Let U be the unipotent radical of B. As G W (F 4 ) splits it is the SL group of M := W (F 4 ) 3 and T W (F 4 ) splits. So we can choose a W (F 4 )-basis B = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } of M such that the W (F 4 )-spans < e 1 > and < e 1 , e 2 > are normalized by B W (F 4 ) and the W (F 4 )-spans < e 1 >, < e 2 > and < e 3 > are normalized by T W (F 4 ) . In what follows the matrices of elements of G(W (F 4 )) are computed with respect to B. We can assume that B is such that the automorphism of U W (F 4 ) defined by the non-identity element τ of Gal(F 4 /F 2 ) = Gal(B(F 4 )/B(F 2 )) takes A ∈ U (W (F 4 )) whose rows are (1 x y), (0 1 z) and (0 0 1) into the element τ (A) ∈ U (W (F 4 )) whose rows are (1 τ (z) τ (xz − y)), (0 1 τ (x)) and (0 0 1). We have U (Z 2 ) := {A ∈ U (W (F 4 ))|τ (A) = A}. As the G(F 2 )-submodule Lie(G F 2 ) of Lie F 2 (G F 4 ) has a direct supplement and as U (F 2 ) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G(F 2 ), it is enough to show that the pull back of the standard short exact sequence 0 → Lie
) has a direct supplement, it is enough to deal with the image of the resulting short exact sequence via the monomorphism Lie
Let a ∈ F 4 be such that F 4 = {0, 1, a, a + 1}. Lett a andt a+1 be elements of W 2 (F 4 ) lifting a and respectively a + 1. Warning: we assume that we have the following identity (12)t a+1 +t a + 3t ata+1 = 0.
Let X 1 , X 2 and X 3 ∈ GL(W )(W 2 (F 4 )) be defined as follows. The rows of X 1 (resp. of X 2 ) are (1 1t a ), (2 3 + 2t a 3) and (0 0 1) (resp. are (1t ata ), (2 + 2t a 1t a+1 ) and (0 0 3 + 2t a )). The rows of X 3 are (3 2t a 3+2t a ), (0 3 0) and (0 0 1). It is easy to see that X 2 3 = I 3 and that
We include here just the only computation which appeals to (12). The rows of X 1 X 2 are (3 + 2t a 1 +t a 2(t a ) 2 +t a+1 ), (2t a 3 3 + 3t a ) and (0 0 3 + 2t a ). So the 13 entry of (X 1 X 2 ) 2 is 2(3 + 2t a )[2(t a ) 2 +t a+1 ] + (1 +t a )(3 + 3t a+1 ) =t a+1 + 3 + 3t a + 3t ata+1
and so due to (12) it is 3 + 2t a , i.e. it is the 13 entry of X 3 . So the subgroup of GL(W )(W 2 (F 4 )) generated by X 1 , X 2 , X 3 is a quaternion group of order 8. Its reduction mod 2 is U (F 2 ). So γ = 0 for the present case.
3.3.8. The P SU 3 case for k = F 3 . We assume that k = F 3 and that G ad is P SU 3 . We show that γ = 0. Let M , B, U , τ be as in 3.3.7 but with F 4 and F 2 replaced by F 9 and respectively by F 3 . Let a ∈ F 9 be such that a
and X 3 = I 3 + t 2a E 13 + 3Y 3 . The reductions mod 3 of X 1 , X 2 and X 3 define elements of U (F 3 ). As in 3.3.2-3 we get that the 31 entry of Y 3 mod 3 is 0. So X 3 3 is not a scalar multiple of I 3 . So γ = 0. 3.3.9. Conclusions. We assume that G is semisimple and that γ = 0. LetG be a simple factor of G ad . As Coker(G(k) → G ad (k)) is of order prime to p, the analogue of (5) iii) a P SL n+3 or a P SU n+7 group, cf. 2.10, 3.2.6 and 3.3.5 (G 0 is as in i)); iv) a P SU 6 or a P SU 7 group, cf. 2.10 and 3.3.6 (we have k = F 2 and we can takẽ G 0 such thatG ad 0 is the Res W (F 4 )/Z 2 of a P SL 3 group); v) non-split of E 6 Lie type, cf. iv) and Case 3 of 2.9; vi) a P SU 5 group or the Res W (F 4 )/W (k) of a P SU 3 group, cf. 3.2.5 and the fact that z(G) is odd.
If k = F 4 , thenG is not split of A 2 Lie type (cf. 3.3.6); soG is also not split of G 2 Lie type (cf. 3.2.4 and 2.10). So all simple factors of G ad are among the following ones:
3.3.9.1. Remark. If k = F 2 and G is split, a.s. of G 2 Lie type (resp. and G is SO − 6 ), then the epimorphism G(W (k)) ։ G(k) has a right inverse, cf. [Gr, Sect. 4] (resp. cf. the fact that G(k) is the Weyl group of the E 6 Lie type; see [ATL, p. 26] ). It is well known that the same applies if k = F 2 (resp. if k = F 4 ) and G is a P SL 2 or a P SL 3 (resp. is a P SL 2 ) group. Based on these and 3.3.7 we get that 3.3.9 F2 and F4 list completely all cases when p = 2, G is adjoint and γ = 0. The passage from adjoint groups to s.c. groups for p = 2 is easy: (5) has a section for a s.c. group G iff k = F 2 and G is a product of s.c. semisimple groups having a.s. adjoints of A 2 or G 2 Lie type (cf. 3.2.5 for the exclusion of SU 4 groups). For the sake of completeness, we point out that γ = 0 if k = F 2 and G is the quotient of Res W (F 4 )/Z 2 SL 2 by µ 2 (this can be deduced either by just adapting (7) to (9) or from [ATL, p. 26 ] via the standard embedding of G into SO − 6 ). 3.3.10. Remark. We assume G is split, s.c. and G ad is a.s. We also assume that either p = 3 and G is of G 2 Lie type or p = 2 and G is of B n , C n or F 4 Lie type. If G is an SL 2 group, then we also assume that q ≥ 3. Let I be the maximal proper G(k)-submodule of Lie F p (G k ), cf. 2.12.2 1) and 3). We refer to (6) . Let G 0 be the semisimple subgroup of G generated by the G a subgroups of G having g α 's as their Lie algebras, with α ∈ Φ a long root (see 2.10 and 3.2.2). We have (cf. 2.7 3) for the third equality):
We argue the first two equalities. The intersection I ∩ Lie(G 0k ) is fixed by any maximal torus of G 0k and so by G 0k . So I ∩ Lie(G 0k ) ⊂ Lie(Z(G 0k )), cf. 2.11 1) applied to G ad 0k . A simple computation involving dim k (I) (see [Hi, p. 409] ) and dim k (G 0k ) (see 2.10 for the Lie type of the a.s. adjoint group G 0 ) shows that dim
)) (cf. also proof of 2.11 4) for the cases when p = 2 and G 0 is of A 3 or D 2n+3 Lie type). So the second inequality of (13) holds. By reasons of dimensions we get that the monomorphism
We consider the short exact sequence
Its pull back via the monomorphism G 0 (k) ֒→ G(k) is the short exact sequence
cf. (13). If (15) does have a section, then q ≤ 2 and G is of C n Lie type with n ≥ 2 (cf. 3.3.9 applied to G ad 0 ). We now show that (15) does not have a section even if G is of C n Lie type with n ≥ 2. We can assume k = F 2 (to be compared with 3.2.6 and 2.12). Using a standard monomorphism G 2 m × Sp 2n−4 ֒→ Sp 2n over W (k) as in 3.2.3-4 we get that we can assume n = 2. But the case n = 2 follows from 3.3.4.1. So (15) does not have a section and so also (14) does not have a section.
3.4. Proof of 1.2.1. We now prove 1.2.1. Until 3.4.1 let G be as in 1.2.1. By considering the inverse image of K in G sc (W (k)) we can assume G = G sc . We can assume G ad is W (k)-simple. Let k 1 be such that G = Res W (k 1 )/W (k) G 1 , with G 1 a s.c. semisimple group over W (k 1 ) whose adjoint is a.s. We first assume 1.2.1 e) holds. We just need to show that L 3 is Lie
We consider a faithful representation ρ : G ֒→ GL(L) as in the proof of 3.1.2. Let x, y ∈ Lie(G). Let h x and h y ∈ K be such that we have h x = 1 N + 2x + 4x and h y = 1 N + 2y + 4ỹ, wherex,ỹ ∈ End(N ). We compute
. We assume now that G is of C n Lie type. So G 1 is split. Let G 10 be an SL 2 subgroup of G 1 normalized by T 1 . We identify G 10 (W 3 (k 1 )) with a subgroup of GL 2 (W 3 (k 1 )) . Let α ∈ k 1 . Let j 2 (resp. j 4 ) be the image in GL(L)(W 3 (k 1 )) through ρ of the element I 2 + 2t α E 12 (resp. I 2 + 4t α E 12 ) of G 10 (W 3 (k 1 )) . For y ∈ End(N/2 3 N ) we have (j 2 + 4y)
We now assume that one of the conditions a) to d) of 1.2.1 holds. Either the analogue of (5) 
, cf. our hypotheses and 3.3.9. So in both cases we have
1.2 and the above referring to 1.2.1 e). For this it is enough to show that the following ADD property
We assume 1.2.1 a) holds. If G ad is not of A pn−1 Lie type, then from 2.4 applied to
We assume 1.
So we can assume G is of A 3n−1 , E 6 or G 2 Lie type. If G is of A 3n−1 or E 6 Lie type, then as in the previous paragraph we get that ADD holds. If G is of G 2 Lie type, then L 2 is not included in the maximal proper G(k)-submodule of Lie
We assume that 1.2.1 c) or d) holds. If G is not of B n+2 , C n or F 4 Lie type, then as above the fact that ADD holds follows from 2.4, 2.4.1 and 2.7 3). If G is of B n+2 , C n or F 4 Lie type, then as in the G 2 Lie type case for p = 3 based on 3.3.10 we get that L 2 = Lie F 2 (G k ). This ends the proof of 1.2.1.
3.4.1. Remark. We assume p = 2. We assume that G = G ad and that z(G) even. Then there are proper closed subgroups of G(W (k)) surjecting onto G(W 2 (K)). One checks this using a short exact sequence 0 → Lie
, and the fact that for any torusT over W (k) the square homomorphism Ker(
3.5. On 3.1 for the reductive case. For applications to abelian varieties Theorem 1.2.1 does not suffice. So until §4 we take G to be a reductive group over W (k).
we also assume that 1. 2.1 b) (resp. 1.2.1 c) or d) ) holds for G der . If p = 2 and q = 1, then we also assume that G ad does not have factors which are P Sp 4 groups. Then K contains G der (W (k)).
Proof: This follows from 1.2.1 applied to K der := Ker(K → G ab (W (k))) and G der . We just have to check that K der surjects onto G der (k). Let g ∈ G der (k). The factors of the composition series of the group G der (k) are either cyclic of order relatively prime to p or are non-abelian, simple groups (see [GLS, 2.2.1, 2.2.6 (f) and 2.2.7 (a)]). As for any s ∈ N, the group Ker(G ab (W s (k) ) → G ab (k)) is an abelian p-group, by induction on s we get that there is h s ∈ K ∩ Ker(G (W (k) ) → G ab (W s (k))) such that mod p is g. As K is compact there is a subsequence of (h s ) s∈N converging to an element h ∈ K der which mod p is g. This ends the proof.
3.5.2. Remarks. 1) Proposition 3.5.1 applies if k = F 3 (resp. if k = F 2 ) and G der is a product of Res k 1 /k of SL 2 groups, where each field k 1 has at least 9 (resp. 8) elements.
2) Referring to 1.2.1 (resp. to 3.5.1), if we just know that the images of K and
We list here explicitly the W (k)-simple adjoint groups for which Proposition 3.5.1 either does not apply or has limited applications. They are:
3.5.3. A new setting. The hypothesis of 3.5.1 that g.c.d.(p, z(G der )) = 1 is often too restrictive and so we now present a new approach which weakens it and which also applies to the case when G der is the Res W (F 4 )/Z 2 of an SL 2 group. We recall from §1 that Z 0 (G) is the maximal torus of Z(G).
We assume that the following five conditions hold. . ii) We can write G ab (resp. Z 0 (G)) as a product i∈I T i (resp. i∈I T i ) of nontrivial tori in such a way that there is a non-empty subset I p of I with the property that for any i ∈ I \ I p (resp. i ∈ I p ) the natural homomorphism Z 0 (G) → G ab gives birth to an isogeny h i : T i → T i which is of order prime to p (resp. which factors through the multiplication by p endomorphism e i of T i ).
iii) The factors of the composition series ofG(k) are either cyclic of order prime to the order of G ab (W 2 (k)) or are non-abelian, simple groups.
v) If p = 2, then at least one of the following two additional assumptions holds:
is of odd order (for instance, this holds if k = F 2 and i∈I p T i is split); vb) k 1 has at least 4 elements,G ad 1 is either split or is a P SU 2n+2 group. Until §4 we will refer to i) to v) and to va) and vb) of 3.5.3.
Theorem. We assume that i) to v) hold. Let K be a closed subgroup of G(W (k)) surjecting ontoG(k) as well as onto G ab (W (k)). If p = 2 and we work under vb), then we also assume that the image of
. Moreover, if I = I p , p = 2 and we work under va) (resp. if I = I p ), then the images of K and
, with s = 3 (resp. with s = 2), are the same and isomorphic toG(W s (k)) × G ab (k).
Proof:
We can assume I = I p (otherwise we replace G by G/ i∈I\I p T i ). From ii) we get that p|o(G der ). SoG is not of E 8 , F 4 or G 2 Lie type and the right hand side of iv) is at least 1. So d 0 ≥ 1. We consider the image
. From iii) and our surjectivity hypotheses we get that K surjects ontoG(k) × G ab (k). So we have a short exact sequence
where
We have a second short exact sequence 0 → K
, from the last two sentences we get that K 2 21 is a non-trivial subgroup of Lie
is aG k (k)-module. We first assume that either p > 2 or p = 2 andG is not of B n or C n Lie type. We have a short exact sequence ofG(k)-modules
is simple (resp. is trivial), cf. 2.4.1 (resp. cf. 2.11 5)) applied to Res k/F pG k . From this and 2.11 1) we get that the only irreducibleG(k)-submodule of Lie
has at least as many elements as Lie F p (G ab k ) and so (cf. iv)) as Lie
The case p = 2 andG of B n or C n Lie type has the following direct approach. As z(G der ) is annihilated by 2, from i) and iv) we get that o(G der ) is 2 to the power the right hand side of iv). So G der is s.c. The finite group G der (k) =G(k) is non-abelian, simple (cf. [GLS, 2.2.7 (a)] and iii)) and so it is included in Im(K → G(k)). So G der (W (k)) is a subgroup of K (cf. 3.5.1) and so as K surjects onto G ab (W (k)) we have K = G(W (k)). So always we have Ker(K 21 → G ab (k)) =G(W 2 (k)) and the images of K and
are the same and isomorphic toG(W 2 (k)) × G ab (k). So if p ≥ 3, then K surjects ontoG(W (k)) (cf. 3.1.2). This proves the Theorem for p > 2.
From now on until end of the proof we assume p = 2. We emphasize thatG ad is of A 2n−1 , B n+1 , C n+1 , D n+3 or E 7 Lie type. Using (16) we get that
is an abelian subgroup of Lie
If va) holds, then we proceed as in the mod 4 context. Let K 33 (resp. K 31 ) be the image of
, as above we can identifyK 32 withK 3 and K 33 with K 31 . As K surjects onto
We can assumeG ad is not of B n+1 or C n+1 Lie type (see above). As in the mod 4 context we getK 3 
are the same and isomorphic toG(W 3 (k)) × G ab (k). We assume now that vb) holds. IfG is (resp. is not) of D 2n+2 Lie type let u := 2 (resp. let u := 1). We check that the assumptions of vb) onG 2.7 3) ). So the case whenG ad 1 is a P SU 2n+2 group (resp. is split) is a consequence of the fact that the Lie algebra of any maximal split torus ofG sc 1 contains Lie(Z(G sc 1 )) (resp. is obvious). As k 1 has at least four elements, any closed subgroup of T j (W (k 1 )) surjecting onto T j (W 2 (k 1 )) has a non-trivial image in Ker(T j (W 3 (k 1 )) → T j (W 2 (k 1 ))). SoK 3 contains non-zero elements of the form lm(x j ), with x j ∈ Lie(T (j)). ButK 3 is a k 1 -vector space containing [Lie(G ad 1k 1 ), Lie(G ad 1k 1 )]. So as k-vector spaces we haveK 3 = Lie(G k ) = Lie k (G 1k 1 ). In both situations va) and vb) we got that K surjects ontoG(W 3 (k)) and so ontõ G(W (k)), cf. 3.1.2. This ends the proof.
3.5.5. Variants. V1. We have a natural variant of the first paragraph of 3.5.4 in which instead of assuming that K surjects onto
. For this variant, in iii) it is enough to assume that the abelian factors of the composition series ofG(k) are of order prime to p.
V2.
We assume that either p = 2 andG is of D n+3 Lie type or p is arbitrary andG is of A p 2 n−1 Lie type. If k = F 2 we also assume thatG ad is not P SU 4 . Then we have a variant of 3.5.4 in which we just replace i) by the following condition:
i')G ad is W (k)-simple and we have an isogenyG ′ →G of order relatively prime to p, withG ′ as the maximal isogeny cover ofG ad whose kernel is annihilated by p.
The only difference from the proof of 3.5.4 is in arguing that K 2 21 = Lie F 2 (G k ). From 3.3.9 we get that K 2 21 can not be included in Lie F 2 (Z(G k )). So using 2.11 3) and 4), as in the proof of 3.5.4 we get K
V3. We consider an epimorphism f 1 : G 1 ։ G of reductive groups. We assume that the following three conditions hold: 
Let K 1 be a closed subgroup of G 1 (W (k)) surjecting onto G 1 (k) and onto G ab (W (k)). If p = 2 and we work under vb), then we also assume that the intersection Im(
. Argument: as in the proof of 3.5.1 we get that K 1 contains S 0 (W (k)); so we just need to apply 3.5.4 to [Se3] and [Sen] ) the identity component of the algebraic envelope of the representation Gal(E) → GL(V p (A))(Q p ) induced by ρ A,p . So G p is a connected subgroup of GL(V p (A)) and there is a smallest finite field extension
. A result of Serre asserts that E conn is independent of p (see [Pi, p. 206 ]; see also below). This implies that E conn is unramified over any prime of E of good reduction for A. Let
Until end we study K. In 4.1-2 we list the main assumptions and few simple properties. In 4.3-5 we apply §3. In 4.6 we check 1.3.1-2. We end with remarks (see 4.7). The upper index B refers to Betti homology. Let H A be the Mumford-Tate group of A. We recall that H A is a reductive group over Q and that any embedding i E : E ֒→ C allows the interpretation of H A as the smallest subgroup of GL(H 1 B (A C , Q)) with the property that the Hodge cocharacter µ: 
Until 4.6 we assume 4.1 holds (see [Pi, 5. 14-15 and p. 216] for some concrete situations). A Hodge cycle on A C is defined over a subfield E 1 of C containing E iff the p-component of itsétale component is defined over E 1 . So 4.1 implies that E conn is the smallest field extension of E over which all Hodge cycles on A C are defined. 
as the p-torsion volume of (the isogeny class of) A. We think this terminology is justified as for n >> 0 we have
4.2. Short exact sequences and notations. Until end we assume that H AZ p is a reductive group over Z p and that we have
It is a semisimple group. The abstract groups
is a short exact sequence as T F p is connected. We get a first index formula
Similarly to (18) and (19) we have another short exact exact sequence
and so a second index formula
Let Q µ p ∞ be the algebraic field extension of Q obtained by adjoining all p-power roots of 1. Let F be the algebraic closure of
) and let o be the order of the finite (abstract) group Z(F p ). In 4.3-4 we consider two theories. A) ) (for l >> 3, H AZ l is reductive); -to mention that 4.1 holds for (A, l) iff it holds for (A, p) (see [LP, 4.3] 
m , where m ∈ N ∪ {0}.
2) If G ad has no simple factor which is a P SL 2 group, then m = 0.
3) We assume that G ad has no simple factor which is a P SL 2 group, that E conn is linearly disjoint from Q µ 3 ∞ and that
Proof: Part 2) follows from 1.2.1 b). As in the proof of 4.3.1.1 ii), part 3) follows from 2). To see 1) we write G ad = G 1 × G 2 , with G 1 as a product of P SL 2 groups and with G 2 as a product of Z 3 -simple groups which are not P SL 2 groups. Let G 1 (resp. G 2 ) be the normal, semisimple subgroup of G which is naturally isogeneous to G 1 (resp. to
). The isogeny G 2 → G/G 1 is of order a power of 2 and so g.c.d. (3, z 
To prove 1) it is enough to show that for any s ∈ N the group K
is the underlying group of the Lie algebra of a normal subgroup of G 4.3.4. Remark. We assume that p ∈ {2, 3}, that T = G m and that E conn is linearly disjoint from Q µ p ∞ . We also assume that no simple factor of G ad is among those listed in 3.
3). Then
is s.c., then V p (A) = 1. This is just the variant of 4.3.1.1 i) for p ∈ {2, 3} (the proof is the same). = µ 2 and so in order to apply 3.5.4 or 3.5.5 V1-2 we assume that p = 2 and that H ad A is a.s. of some Lie type LT ∈ {A 2n+1 , B n+2 , C n+2 , D n+3 |n ∈ N}. It is 3.5.3 iii) which forced us to exclude the A 1 and B 2 = C 2 Lie types. We also assume that:
is s.c.
If LT ∈ {B n+2 , C n+2 |n ∈ N}, then G is adjoint; in such a case or if LT = A 4n+1 , then
4.4.1.1. Theorem. We assume E conn is linearly disjoint from Q µ 2 ∞ . We have:
) and the images of K and
) is odd. Then V 2 (A) = 1. ) is odd (resp. otherwise), then condition 3.5.5 i') (resp. 3.5.3 i)) is implied by our assumptions. So 1) follows from 3.5.5 V2 (resp. from 3.5.4) applied to H AZ 2 .
We now check 2). As
) is odd we have Proof: We can assume that E = E conn . Let E v be the completion of E with respect to v. Let A be the Néron model of A E v ; it is an abelian scheme. Let B(F) be the field of fractions of the Witt ring So the composite of ρ A,p with the homomorphism
which when viewed as a character of Gal(B(F)) is the m-th power of the cyclotomic character, with m ∈ Z which mod p is a or −a.
. As in the proof of 4.4.1.1 1) one checks that 3.5.3 i) to v) hold forG. For instance, the fact that 3.5.3 iii) holds is implied by [GLS, 2.2.7 (a)] and the assumption n + p > 3. So from 3.5.5 V1 we get that K surjects onto G(Z p ). The part on V p (A) −1 follows from (18) and the structure of the group G m (Z p ).
If g.c.d.(a, p − 1) = 1, then K surjects ontoG ab (Z p ) and as in the proof of 4.3.2 we get that Im(K →G(F p )) containsG der (F p ). SoG der (Z p ) ⊂ Im(K →G(Z p )) (cf. 3.5.1) and so K surjects ontoG(Z p ). So u divides the order p − 1 of T 1 (F p ). This ends the proof. 4.4.2.2. Subcase 2. Until 4.5 we moreover assume that p = 2, that H ad AR is isomorphic to SU (1, 2n − 1) ad R , that the set gr 2 (A) of primes of E dividing 2 and of good reduction for A is non-empty, thatG is a subgroup of SL(T 2 (A)), and that one of the following two sets of assumptions holds: -n > 1, H AZ 2 is split and there is no unramified prime in gr 2 (A); -n > 2 and H AZ 2 is non-split.
Theorem. We also assume E
conn is linearly disjoint from Q µ 2 ∞ . Then K surjects onto G(Z 2 ) and we have V 2 (A) −1 = 2 m 3 u , where m, u ∈ N ∪ {0}. If H AZ 2 is split (resp. is non-split), then u = 0 (resp. u ≤ 1).
Proof: Theoretically K could be generated byG der (Z 2 ) and Z(H AZ 2 )(Z 2 ). So we can not apply 3.5.4-5 or 4.4.1.1 directly to H AZ 2 in order to get that K surjects onto G(Z 2 ). To overcome this difficulty we will use Shimura varieties in order to reach a context in which we can apply 4.4.1.1. Roughly speaking we will replace H A by a semisimple group cover of it of degree 2 and which has a quotient which is the Mumford-Tate group of an abelian varietyÃ over a suitable extension E ′ of E and to which we can apply 4.4.1.1 1) in order to get that K surjects onto G(Z 2 ).
We can assume E = E conn . The Zariski closure H AZ (2) of H A in GL(H B 1 ⊗ Z Z (2) ) is a reductive group (as its extension to Z 2 is). Let C be the subgroup of Z(H der AZ (2) ) which over W (F 4 ) is the µ n subgroup of Z(G der W (F 4 ) ); it is defined over Z (2) as any automorphism ofG der normalizes it. LetH der AZ (2) := H der AZ (2) /C. LetT A be a maximal torus of it. LetF be the smallest number field over whichT AQ splits. It is a Galois extension of Q unramified over 2. LetF (2) be the normalization of Z (2) inF . The semisimple groupH der AF (2) is split.
We consider a faithful, symplectic representation i n :H der AF (2) ֒→ Sp(WF (2) ,ψ) defined as follows. If n is odd (resp. is even), then i n is the representation associated to the weight ω n of the A 2n−1 Lie type (resp. is the composite of this representation with the standard embedding of SL u in Sp 2u , where u := C n 2n ). See [Bou, p. 189] for why i n is symplectic for n odd. Let (W Z (2) , ψ) be (WF (2) ,ψ) but with WF (2) viewed as a Z (2) -module.
The groupH der AZ (2) acts naturally on W Z (2) and so we can consider the subgroupH AZ (2) of GSp(W Z (2) , ψ) generated byH der AZ (2) and Z(GSp(W Z (2) , ψ)). ] is of type {(−1, 0), (0, −1)} and its composite with the natural epimorphism QH AR :H AR →H ad AR is Q H AR • h A , where Q H AR has the same meaning as QH AR but for H AR . The uniqueness of hÃ is obvious while its existence is implied by the fact that i n is defined for n odd (resp. n even) by the minimal weight ω n (resp. by the minimal weights ω n and ω n−1 ); to be compared with [De2] and [Pi, Table 4 .2]. Similarly to (H A , X A ), starting from hÃ we get a Shimura pair (H A ,X A ). Based on [De2, 1.1.18 (b)] and on the approximation theory of unequivalent valuations we can assume that 2πiψ is a polarization of the Hodge Q-structure on W . Let L be a Z-lattice of W such that L ⊗ Z Z (2) is W Z (2) and we have an alternating form ψ : L ⊗ Z L → Z.
The triple (hÃ, L, ψ) is associated naturally to a unique polarized abelian variety (Ã C , pÃ , cf. constructions. So based on [Ti2, 3.8.1-2] we can assume that GS 2 = H ′ AZ (2) . There is N (L) ∈ N such that for l > 1 + N (L) the group pr 2 (M C l ) is a subgroup ofJ l . We now assume l ≤ N (L). From [Ja, 10.4 of Part I] we deduce the existence of a Z (l) -lattice L 1(l) of W such that we have a homomorphism GS l → GL(L 1(l) ⊗ Z (l) Z l ) whose generic fibre is the natural one and we get an alternating form ψ :
, we can assume that pr 2 (M C l ) is a subgroup ofJ l , for any prime l.
As above we get a Shimura pair (H 
